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Introduction 
There are various frameworks of taking care of dairy cattle in 
creature cultivation, which may enjoy various benefits and 
detriments. Most cows in the US have a grain that is made out 
of probably some rummage (grass, vegetables, or silage). 
Indeed, most hamburger dairy cattle are raised on field from 
birth in the spring until pre-winter (7 to 9 months). 

For fed creatures, grass is generally the search that makes the 
larger part out of their eating regimen. Cows raised in feedlots 
are taken care of roughage enhanced with grain, soy and 
different fixings to build the energy thickness of the feed. The 
discussion is whether steers ought to be raised on grain 
essentially made out of grass or a concentrate. The issue is 
muddled by the political interests and disarray between marks, 
for example, "free roaming", "natural", or "normal". Cows 
raised on a fundamentally searched diet are named grass-took 
care of or field raised; for instance meat or milk might be called 
grass-took care of hamburger or field raised dairy. The 
expression "field raised" can prompt disarray with the 
expression "unfenced", which doesn't depict precisely what the 
creatures eat [1]. 

Types 

Grazing 

Grazing by dairy cattle is polished in rangelands, fields and 
prairies. As per the Food and Agriculture Organization, about 
60% of the world's meadow is covered by eating frameworks. 
"Brushing frameworks supply around 9% of the world's creation 
of meat ... For an expected 100 million individuals in parched 
regions, and most likely a comparative number in different 
zones, brushing animals is the solitary conceivable wellspring of 
job." 

Integrated livestock-crop farming 

Animal creation coordinated with crop creation. Steers are 
principally benefited from pastures, crop buildups and fallows. 
Blended cultivating frameworks are the biggest class of animal’s 
framework on the planet as far as creation [2]. 
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Lot feeding and Intensive Finishing 
Part taking care of and serious completing are escalated types 
of animal production. Cattle are regularly "completed" here, 
spending the last a long time before their slaughter gaining 
weight. They are taken care of excellent feed, otherwise called 
"concentrate", in stalls, pens and feedlots at high stocking 
densities in enclosures of a minimum size consistent with 
animal health and comfort. This accomplishes ideal paces of live 
weight acquire. 
Types of Cattle-Feed 
1) Grass-fed 
2) Corn-fed 
3) Barley-fed 
4) Flax 
5) Other Supplements 
6) Medicinal & synthetic products 
7) Emergency Fodder [3]  
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